In this paper, conduction mode basis functions, previously developed to improve the efficiency of volume inteprd equation-based electmmagnetic analysis of interconnect, arc adapted for use in a surface integral equation formulation. A partitioning scheme is introduced to eliminate low-frrquency ill-conditioning. Results for a wire, ring and @ammission line are w d to show that wmbininp. partitioned conduction modes with a Galerkin discretization scheme i m! "w the surface integral solver's wideband accwacy and efficiency.
I. INTRODUCTION
As integrated circuits operate at increasingly higher speed, methods are needed for quasi-static and full wave electromagnetic analysis of packages and on-chip interconnect over a very wide range of frequencies, up to tens of gigahem (GHz). Such methods need to account for the effects of distributed resistive, capacitive and inductive impedance throughout the entire chip and package layout in an accurate and efficient manner. In the last several years considerable attention has been focused on surface integral formulations for full-wave interconnect analysis because such methods simplify the geometcy meshing problem by avoiding the discretization of conductor interiors and substrate volumes [IO] , [ 1 I] . One of the first implementations of a full-wave interconnect analysis program which combines a surface integral approach with a precorrected-FFT-based fast solver is the Fastlmp program [8] . This program has been demonstrated to be effective in practice. However, the Fastlmp program uses a piecewise-constant collocation scheme which generates several difficulties. Fastlmp switches techniques for computing current through each contact surface depending on the operating frequency, occasionally generating nonphysical anomalies. FastImp's computation of impedance is often inaccurate at low frequencies. Finally, at high frequencies, the piecewise constant basis functions cannot adequately capture the current as it crowds near the sides and comers of a contact surface without using very fine discretization that is computationally expensive. To make clear of this difficulty, consider that in order to capture skin and proximity effects accurately in Fastlmp, not only the dimension of contact panels must be narrower than the skin depth, but the dimension of non-contact panels near the edges and comers of the contacts must be narrower as well. This implies that when discretizing long wires, such as in transmission line configurations, many tightly interacting long and thin panels are produced. The problem of these high aspect-ratioed panels is that they worsen the efficiency of fast solvers
The next section describes the FastImp integral formulation. Section III describes the adaptation of volume-based conduction modes, combined with a partitioning technique, to address the aforementioned difficulties in Fastlmp. Results demonstrating the effectiveness of using partitioned surface conduction modes on a wire, a ring and a transmission line example are given in Section IV, followed by conclusions and acknowledgements in Section V .
BACKGROUND
The surface integral equation formulation used in Fastlmp as proposed in [SI is as follows:
4) where S, is the surface ofthe ith conductor and S is the union of all conductor surfaces. The unknowns associated with the above formulation are the electric field z, the surface normal derivative of the electric field g, the surface charge density pr, and the elecmc potential $. Green's functions GO and GI are defined as Go(i,T) = -and GI(?,?) = a with !f~ = oJ4i and kl = v ' m , where o is the excitation frequency, E is the dielectric permittivity, and p is the magnetic permeability, Associated with this formulation are the boundary conditions: where S , and Sic denote the non-contact and contact surfaces of the ith conductor, respectively, and fi is the outward normal unit vector of the conductor surface. The discretization used in FastImp is based on first partitioning the conductor surface into regular rectangular panels and then solving the system of equations in (1)-(5) using a piecewise constant collocation scheme. In evaluating contact current at low frequencies, FastImp uses a surface integral approximation that takes into account the sum of all the current flowing through the discretized panels on each contact. At high frequencies, where skin effects generate fields that vary exponentially along a wire's cross section, this piecewise-constant representation often requires too many panels to be an efficient method for impedance extraction. Therefore, FastImp uses line integrations involving the magnetic field around the cross sections near the contacts to compute contact current at high frequencies.
PARTITIONED CONDUCTION MODES IN FASTIMP
A volume integral formulation that efficiently models the skin effects of a conductor at high frequencies was first introduced in [7], and then extended in [9] to capture proximity effects and transmission line resonances. In that approach, it was recognized that the normal electric field on a cross-section of a conductor can be represented by the infinite series: E,(x,y) = &C&e-4pe-b0, where n denotes the normal to a cross-section, and coordinate system @,y) specifies any point contained in the plane of the cross section. ck's are scalar coefficients. Exponents ak and b* satisfy the constraint: ai + bi = (9)'. Each term in the infinite series represents a "volume conduction mode."
The main observation of this paper is that the volume-based conduction mode hasis functions can be modified to be used in a surface formulation so as to accurately and efficiently model contact surface current fiow. For the volume-based method, a set of conduction mode basis functions is applied to each subdivided segment volume of the conductor. For the surface-based method, the conduction mode basis functions are only applied on each conductor contact surface, thereby reducing the number of unknowns in comparison to the piece-wise constant surface method, especially at high operating frequencies.
In our method, the normal electric field distributions on a contact, E. , can be accurately represented by just a few of the infinitely many conduction modes. Specifically, we use eight such modes. Four modes are "side" modes and they capture the field exponentially decaying from each side of a conductor contact cross section. A side mode is specified by letting at = and bk = 0. The combination of all four side modes is able to account for most of the high frequency conductor field distribution on a contact. At extremely high frequencies, four additional "comer" modes are necessary to account for the extra distributions decaying from the four comers of the contact. A comer mode is specified by letting (I & = &( !$) and bt = h( 9).
However, if each one of the eight conduction modes were implemented over the entire area of the contact surface, numerical difficulties would arise at low frequencies due to the fact that the relative flatness of the contact electric field at low frequencies makes all the conduction modes resemble each other. This lack of distinction between modes at low frequencies results in a system of discretized equations that is progressively ill-conditioned at low frequencies and solving the system using an iterative method would require many iterations. The problem can be rectified by confining conduction modes to areas on the contact that minimizes overlaps while maintaining effectiveness of each mode. For example, when using four side and four comer modes, ?e four side modes are confined to the left half, right half, top half and bottom half of the contact, and the four comer modes are confined to the upper left quarter, lower left quarter, upper right quarter and lower right quarter of the contact. Figure 1 (on the left) and Figure 1 (in the center) show the electric field distributions of one partitioned side mode and one partitioned comer mode, respectively. In general, the electric field on a contact can be written as a weighted sum of field conaibutions from all partitioned conduction modes. That is, CjWj(7), where W, denotes the jtb conduction mode basis function, S, is the surface normal of the contact, and N is the total number of conduction modes used. Figure 1 (on the right) shows an example of contact electric field representation using four partitioned side modes and four partitioned comer modes.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
The integral equations (1)-(5) are discretized using a combination of partitioned conduction mode basis functions representing the contact normal electric field, and piecewise-constant surface panel basis functions representing the non-contact fields. A standard Galerkin technique is applied when field evaluations are made on the contact surfaces while a centroid collocation scheme is used when field evaluations are made on the non-contact surfaces. This hybrid scheme produces a system of discretized equations which are then solved using an iterative method. 
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A . A straightpackage wire aample
For our first simple implementation example, we considered a straight wire with a square cross-section of lOpm by l o p , length 100pm, and conductivity 5.8 x 10';.
Result comparisons are made among FastImp's coarse uniform piecewise-constant 4X4X6 surface discretization (4x4 panels on contact faces, 4x6 on non-contact faces, for a total of 128 basis functions), our surface conduction mode method (same 4x6 non-contact surface discretization but only 8 partitioned conduction modes per contact, for a total of 112 basis functions), and FastImp's fine non-uniform piecewise-constant 12XIZX6 discretization (a total of 576 basis functions). For reference, we use the results generated by FastHenry's fine 324-filament volume discretization, with the cross-section ofthe smallest filament within 4th of the skm depth at the highest frequency used.
All methods have correctly predicted the analytic 0.0172Q DC resistance value shown in Figure 2 (on the lei?). When compared to the FastHenry's reference solution at high frequencies, our partitioned conduction mode method yields similar resistance accuracy (e.g. I% at IOGHz) as the much more expensive FastImp's fine piecewise-constant discretization. FastImp's coarse piecewiseconstant discretization, on the other hand, shows a degraded resistance accuracy of 5% at 1OGHz. Inductance calculations in Figure 2 (on the right) show poor accuracy at low frequencies for both FastImp's coarse (e.g. 61% at IOOHz) and fine (e.g. 30% at 100Hz) piecewise-constant discretizations. In contrasc our partitioned conduction mode method has a maximum error of only I % at I OOHz.
On average, our method is as accurate as FastImp's fine piecewise-constant discretization which uses 5 times more basis functions.
Our method is also more accurate than FastImp's coarse piecewise-constant discretization which uses a similar number of basis functions.
B. A Ring example
Consider a ring with an inner radius of 20pm and a square cross-section of IOW by 10pm. Result comparisons are made among FastImp's coarse uniform piecewise-constant 4X4X8 discretization (160 basis ftmctions), our method using the same non-contact surface discretization plus 8 conduction modes per contact (144 basis functions), and FastImp's fine non-uniform 12X12X8 discretization (672 basis functions). The reference results are generated by FastHenry using a volume discretization of 1568 filaments, with the cross-section of the smallest filament within $th of the skin depth at the highest frequency used.
In Figure 3 (on the left), there exists a noticeable non-physical dip in resistance at IOOMHz in both sets (fine and coarse) of FastImp's piecewise-constant discretizations. The dip is due to FastImp's switching between two different methods for computing contact current. Our partitioned conductionmode method avoids this difficulty by implementingone consistent method for computing contact current across all frequencies. At low frequencies, Figure 3 (in the center) demonstrates that our method provides the best inductance evaluations with a maximum error of 9% at IOOHz while FastImp's coarse discretization yields an error of 32% and its fine discretization yields an error of 30% at the same frequency. At high frequencies, we have observed that our method produces the same small error (e.g. 2% at 30GHz) as the FastImp's fine piecewise-constant discretization scheme, which uses 4.7 times more basis functions. Altemihvely, in this example our method is 3.6 times more accurate that FastImp's coarse piecewise-constant discretization that uses the same number of basis functions.
C. A fwo-wire transmission line example
Consider two typical IC package wires, each 5mm long with I Opm by 4 0 p on the cross section, and situated lOpm apart. The two wires are shorted at one end and are excited with an ideal voltage source. Result comparisons are made between FastImp's coarse piecewise-constant 2X3X10 discretization (224 basis functions), and our method using the same non-contact surface discretization, but with 8 conduction modes per contact (232 basis functions). In order to produce an accurate reference solution for the comparison we used the FastImp piecewise-constant approach with a very fine and non-uniform 8x9 discretization on the contact faces, so that panels near the edges were about one skin depth. In the original FastImp approach such discretization implies a similar fine discretization on the non-contact panels near the contacts and therefore along the entire wire length. In order to avoid long and skinny panels that cannot be efficiently handled by PFFT, a minimum of 35 sections along the length must then be used, thereby producing a very large number (2668) of basis functions even for this very simple problem. Fig. 3 . On the lee: miplance of the ring with a closer view of the "dip" in Fastlmp's resirlancs results occurring at IOOMHz due to the switching of contact current evaluation method. In the center: inductance of the ring. On the right: impedance ampliNde VI . frrqusncy far B shorted T-line plotted on B log ampliNde scale.
In Figure 3 (on the right), results from both the conduction mode method and FastImp's coarse piecewise-constant discretization have a worst-case ermr of 3% in the positioning of the first quarter-wavelength impedance resonance when compared to the fine discretization solution. The results produced by FastImp's coarse discretization has a worst-case enor of 11% measured on the impedance amplitude at the same resonance. Our conduction mode yields a small error o f only 1% at that resonance. As a final observation, for accuracies of 1% to 3%, our method uses 11 times fewer basis functions than the FastImp fine piecewise-constant discretization. V. CONCLUSION AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS This paper has shown that volume-based conduction modes 171 can be adapted into a surface integral method such as FastImp [SI.
These basis functions can be further improved to promote their linear independence while still maintaining their effectiveness. Most importantly, these surface-based conduction modes can capture skin and proximity effects more efficiently in comparison to FastImp which requires fine piecewise-constant discretization on contact faces as well as on non-contact faces in order to avoid producing high aspect-ratioed, tightly-interacting panels that are unfavorable for fast-solver [3]. In the case of the transmission line example, by using a discretization that is 11 times coarser than FastImp, the new method is able to produce results within 1% to 3% accuracy while providing a saving factor of 121 in memory and simulation time. Overall, using these partitioned conduction modes as basis functions on the contacts offers improved impedance accuracy, consistency across frequencies, and increased efficiency in impedance evaluations when compared to the existing piecewise-constant approach in FastImp.
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